
Australia Channel Lineup

Number Name Logo Genre Channel Description

1070 Bloomberg TV News
Bloomberg Television is an American-based international cable and satellite business news television 
channel that is owned by Bloomberg L.P.

1120 DUST Entertainment
DUST is the destination for imaginative science fiction. Experience a handpicked selection of light hearted 
comedies, dystopian thrillers and striking futuristic visions.

1125 Made In Hollywood Entertainment
Made in Hollywood powered by Moviefone, celebrate the magic of movies with star interviews, on set, on 
location and behind the scenes on any screen: theaters, streaming, Blu-ray & video-on-demand. Find it, 
Watch it.

1140 FailArmy Entertainment FailArmy is the world's #1 source for fail videos.

1141 The Pet Collective Entertainment The #1 pet comedy brand in the world!

1142 People Are Awesome Entertainment
People Are Awesome is a one-of-a-kind channel that spotlights the awesome power of ordinary people 
doing extraordinary things.

1143 WeatherSpy Entertainment
A weather channel unlike any other. Explore our unpredictable planet through the exhilaration and impact 
of natural forces. Featuring unbelievable weather, wild-life, outdoor recreation and drone footage.

1180 Bounty Movies
Bounty Films is eccentric mix of horror, sci-fi, queer, and classic and world movies. Bounty is committed to 
releasing films that are both entertaining and culturally significant.

1190 The Asylum Movies Get committed to Danger, Action & Excitement! Get committed to The Asylum Movie Channel!

1240 FUEL TV Sports & Outdoors
FUEL TV is the only channel dedicated 24/7 to the core action sports of Skateboarding, Surfing, BMX, 
Snow, Mountain Bike, Wakeboard and all the lifestyle that surrounds them, where Music, Art and Fashion 
play a decisive role.

1247 Insight TV Sports & Outdoors Insight TV tells personal stories featuring amazing influencers challenging the status quo.

1248 InTrouble Sports & Outdoors
Push yourself to the limit with InTrouble, where action and excitement meet to offer you thrilling 
experiences right on your screen.

1249 InWonder Sports & Outdoors
Discover a new world of wonder with Insight TV Wonder, a unique perspective on science, technology, and 
everything in between.

1250 InWild Sports & Outdoors
Explore the unknown with InWild, where adventure and wildlife come together to bring you exciting 
stories from around the world.

1255 MAVTV Motorsports Sports & Outdoors
MAVTV Motorsports Network offers the most comprehensive racing action from across the globe, 
including prestigious events like the Chili Bowl Nationals, the Knoxville Nationals, Tony Stewart’s All Star 
Circuit, and Geneva Supercross.

1270 Qwest TV Mix Music
DJ sets, neo-soul, electronic, R&B …
Quincy Jones offers beats for your body and grooves for your soul with this curated hub for modern, mixed 
music. Celebrating multiculturalism, diversity and good vibes. 

1271 Qwest TV Jazz and Beyond Music
Jazz, soul, funk, groove, hip-hop …
Quincy Jones invites you to explore a world of music through hand-made playlists that showcase the very 
best live performances and legendary archive gems.

1272 Qwest TV Classical Music
Quincy Jones opens up the richness of classical performance in all its glory, making it accessible to all. 
Experience the power and beauty of selected concert, opera and dance productions.

1285 Stingray Karaoke Music
Gather with friends to sing your heart out to your favorite tracks with Stingray Karaoke. From yesterday’s 
golden oldies to today’s hits, we got you!

1320 Tastemade Lifestyle
A 24/7 channel with award-winning food, travel, and home & design shows from around the world - from 
groundbreaking originals to classic series and documentaries.

1326 Real Stories Lifestyle
The home of award-winning and compelling documentaries from around the world. You’ll find real stories 
from real people, including investigative documentaries from the fringes of society, true crime and 
intimate personal journeys.

1327 Timeline Lifestyle
Discover the greatest secrets and mysteries of the past with Timeline. Militaries, mummies or Marxism –
our films cover every aspect of the world’s history, enlightening viewers through gripping series and 
documentaries.

1328 Wonder Lifestyle
At Wonder, we aim to spread curiosity, love, and stories of people and animals who push the boundaries of 
human experiences. Wonder is home to the extraordinary and emotional, the weird and the wonderful, and 
the simply eye-opening.

1335 Travelxp Lifestyle
Premium travel and lifestyle programs with original shows from across 55+ countries. Experience 
destinations, lifestyle, food, culture and much more. See more, xplore more. Cutting edge travel content 
for discerning & avid travelers.

1340 Gusto TV Lifestyle
Gusto TV is an innovative food and lifestyle television channel celebrating global cultures through food. 
Our mouth-watering programming inspires with culturally diverse cuisines and recipes, unique food 
pairings, and entertaining hosts.

1345 Horse & Country Lifestyle Horse & Country is the channel for everyone who loves horses and equestrian sport.

1350 Stingray Naturescape Lifestyle
Stingray Naturescape offers you an escape to a world of stunning nature scenes, all set to peaceful 
soundtracks. Relax to a crackling fireplace, soar over a tropical paradise, or get inspired by a sparkling 
night sky, all from the comfort of home.

1375 VENN Tech, Gaming & Science A 24/7 Network for Gaming & Culture.

1475 Dry Bar Comedy Comedy
Dry Bar Comedy is the only stand-up comedy channel specializing in funny for everyone in the family. 
Clean hilarious content streamed 24-7.

1550 RYAN and FRIENDS Kids
Ryan and Friends is the best of kid video superstar Ryan, of Ryan's World and Ryan’s Mystery Playdate–
and all of his friends! Watch Ryan and Friends for fun, educational shows, cartoons, and more!


